**ACCESSIBILITY AND MOBILITY**

**MOBILITY DISABILITIES**

**VISUAL DISABILITIES**

**HEARING DISABILITIES**

**TIPS & INFORMATION**

**GUIDE FOR GUESTS WITH DISABILITIES**

**ANIMAL KINGDOM**

**HEALTH AND SAFETY REMINDERS**

**SERVICE ANIMALS**

**ANIMAL KINGDOM**

**MUST KNOW**
Download the My Disney Experience app from an app store or visit mydisneyexperience.com on your compatible device to access real-time Park information.

OASIS

ANIMAL HIGHLIGHTS

Ballroom 
Gorillas

ATTRACTIONS

1 Oasis Exhibits • Flower-and-garden pathways—home to exotic animal exhibits.
2 Rainforest Cafe®
3 Garden Gate Gifts

DINING

Flame Tree Barbecue
Isle of Java
Tiffins Restaurant

SHOPPING

Disney Signature Collection

DISCOVERY ISLAND

ANIMAL HIGHLIGHTS

Otter • Crocodile • Penguin • Zebra

ATTRACTIONS

4 Wilderness Explorers • Adults—Become a Wilderness Explorer by completing challenging and exciting badges as you work your way around the four distinctive stations. Adult station only. All other areas available to guests ages 10 and up.
5 Stitch’s: Meet and Greets
6 It’s Tough to be a Bug!®
7 Inhabited by the Disney•Pixar film, “A Bug’s Life,” this attraction is a 3D experience in the dark.
8 Discovery Island Trails • Stroll along the trails and discover the many animals around the base of CitGO
9 DINING
10 Langleys
11 Safari Café

PANDORA—THE WORLD OF AVATAR

ANIMAL HIGHLIGHTS

Gorilla 

ATTRACTIONS

12 Na’vi River Journey
13 Flight of Passage
14 Avatar Flight of Passage
15 Avatar Flight of Passage
16 Na’vi River Journey

17 DINING
18 Pandora Pong
19 Satu’li Canteen

SHOPPING

20 Windrunner

DINING

21 Flame Tree Barbecue
22 Flame Tree Barbecue
23 Flame Tree Barbecue

24 Canyon Cafe

SHOPPING

25 Disney Springs® Shopping 
26 Disney Springs® Shopping

LEGEND

Accessibility: A wheelchair or other assistive device
Bathrooms
Dining Areas
Entrance
Food Court
Gift Shop
Guest Services
Info Center
In-Park Dining
Language Support
Leisure Areas
Movie Theater
Parenting Area
Restaurant
Shopping
Theme Park
Transportation
Universal Orlando
Visitor Services

EXPERIENCE Event—Legend of the Forbidden Mountain®

10:15/11:30 am. Ride a speed train through the Himalayan mountains while avoiding the Yeti. Mobility Access: Transfer Vehicle. Valid for all ticket holders. See a Cast Member for additional information.

DINING

21 Mr. Kamal’s
22 DineAlone Hosted by Casa-Cela®
23 Yak & Yeti® Restaurant
24 Yak & Yeti® Local Food Cafes
25 Joffrey’s Coffee & Tea Company
26 Anandapur Ice Cream Truck
27 Thirsty River Bar & Truck Snacks

SHOPPING

28 Mandala Gifts
29 Serka Zang Bazaar

DINOLAND, U.S.A.

ANIMAL HIGHLIGHTS

American Antelope 
Walt Disney World® Kangaroo

ATTRACTIONS

41 Fossil Fun Games
42 Fossil Fun Games in the heart of Dinoland U.S.A. Meet the pets along the way as you surf through the game locations for playtime.

Dining

43 Triceratop Spin
44 Triceratop Spin

DINOSAUR

45 Take a spin on the T-Rex coaster in this hi-tech ride as you chase a dinosaur across Disney’s Dino Institute. Valid for all ticket holders. See a Cast Member for additional information.

DINING

46 Restaurantosaurus
47 Dino-Blitz Snacks
48 Dino-Blitz Snacks

SHOPPING

49 Captain & Son’s Dinosaur Treasures
50 Disney Institute Shop